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This December, it’s all about convenience.

You’re busy. With that in mind, we’ve added a couple time-saving and security 
features to MathXL for School. From student and assignment tagging to 
enhancing your ability to add questions to your assignments from other 
Pearson titles, these new course management features will help teachers like 
you make the most of MathXL for School as you’re planning for next semester.

MathXL for School Release Overview



What’s Inside?
4. Student and Assignment Tagging
7. Enhanced Book Search

#


Have you ever needed a way to communicate regularly to a 
group of students? How about filtering to specific assignments in 
your gradebook? Or assigning assignments to certain groups 
students but not others? Now you’re able to with student and 
assignment tags, making it easier to manage your diverse 
classroom of students.

Easier student and assignment 
management with tagging



Student Tags: Student tagging 
allows you to create distinct student 
categories. Once grouped, you may 
assign specific assignments, 
communicate with, and manage 
gradebook data for each student 
group.

Student Tagging will provide an 
additional level of flexibility in 
managing courses with mixed groups 
of students.

Student Tagging



Assignment Tags: Assignment 
tagging allows you to create distinct 
assignment groups. You may filter by 
the assignment tag to simplify 
gradebook and assignment 
management.

Assignment Tagging will provide an 
additional level of flexibility in 
managing and assigning assignments 
to specific groups of students.

Assignment Tagging



Before, if you wanted to add a question to an assignment from 
another book, you needed to search by book title. Now you’re 
able to search by learning objective across all titles making 
adding questions to assignments from other books quick and 
easy. 

Enhanced Book 
Search



Enhanced question search allows you 
to search for additional questions by 
learning objectives across all available 
titles.

Enhanced Question Search




